The public Activity Feed is enabled by default in all campaigns you create.

There are 3 places an Activity Feed can be found in a campaign by the public.

In your campaign, you can turn off any (or all) of these areas by going to the Campaign Editor > Activity > Activity Settings. To turn it all off, toggle the three toggles to "Hide:" Activity Section on Landing Page and Activity Page on both Landing Page and Widget.

Here is how and where each of them appear:

1. Campaign Widget Additional Pages (found on the menu in the header).
   To hide this activity feed, see here.

2. Campaign Site Additional Pages (found on the menu in the header).
To hide this activity feed, see here.

3. Campaign Site Homepage Element (found on the Campaign Landing Page).
To hide this activity feed, see here.
If you'd like to hide an individual activity from the feed rather than the entire feed, see here.